Abstract Label free impedance technology enables the monitoring of cell response patterns post treatment with drugs or other chemicals. Using this technology, a correlation between the lipophilicity of metal complexes and the degree of cytotoxicity was observed. Au(L1)Cl (1), AuPd(L1)(SC 4 H 8 )Cl 3 (1a) and Au(L2)Cl (2) [L1 = diphenylphosphino-2-pyridine; L2 = 2-(2-(diphenylphosphino)ethyl)-pyridine] were synthesised, in silico drug-likeness and structureactivity relationship monitored using impedance technology. Dose dependent changes in cytotoxicity were observed for the metal complexes resulting in IC 50s of 12.5 ± 2.5, 18.3 ± 8.3 and 16.9 ± 0.5 lM for 1, 1a and 2 respectively in an endpoint assay. When a real time impedance assay was used, dose-dependent responses depicting patterns that suggested slower uptake (at a toxic 20 lM) and faster recovery of the cells (at the less toxic 10 lM) of the bimetallic complex (1a) compared to the monometallic complexes (1 and 2) was observed. These data agreed with the ADMET findings of lower aqueous solubility of 1a and non-ideal lipophilicity (AlogP98 of 6.55) over more water soluble 1 and 2 with ideal lipophilicity (4.91 and 5.03 respectively) values. The additional coordination of a Pd atom to the nitrogen atom of a pyridine ring, the sulfur atom of a tetrahydrothiophene moiety and two chlorine atoms in 1a could be contributing to the observed differences when compared to the monometallic complexes. This report presents impedance technology as a means of correlating drug-likeness of lipophilic phosphine complexes containing similar backbone structures and could prove valuable in filtering drug-like compounds in a drug discovery project.
Introduction
The study of drug-like or absorption, distribution, metabolism, excretion and toxicity (ADMET) properties of new chemicals early in drug discovery has gained significant importance over the last decade due to the high rate of late drug failures during clinical trials (Hamid et al. 2004) , in addition to other adverse effects. In silico prediction models provides insight into potential toxicity and can significantly shorten the drug discovery time line (Lobell and Sivarajah 2003) . It is however important that these data be complemented with in vitro experimental studies because of the physiological relevance of the latter. This is one of the main reasons why cell-based assays continue to grow in importance in drug discovery especially since the data can be extrapolated to pharmacological endpoints (McGuinness 2007) .
Until recently, toxicity has largely been tested using end point assays which unfortunately are not dynamic and focus on measuring just one parameter (Xing et al. 2006) . These end point assays usually include the use of a label for monitoring various cellular functions that are then detected using methods such as optical absorbance, fluorescence, luminescence or radioisotopic techniques (Solly et al. 2004) . The labels sometimes interfere with test compounds, involve time consuming labelling and wash steps and could potentially affect physiological conditions in cell culture (Solly et al. 2004) . The use of label-free technology has therefore been emerging as a way of identifying drug-like compounds. One such methodology is electrical detection based on cell substrate impedance measurement (Giaever and Keese 1984) . The principle of the technique is based on the fact that most non hematopoietic cells attach firmly to the ideal substrate while injured cells will round up and finally detach, which is associated with cell death (Kepp et al. 2011) . By measuring the impedance of the surface occupied by the cells, an indirect indicator of viability (Solly et al. 2004; Atienza et al. 2005; Xing et al. 2005) or cytotoxicity (Boyd et al. 2008; Xing et al. 2005; Xing et al. 2006 ) is obtained. The advantages of impedance technology makes the data relevant in complementing these end point assays by providing additional information on cellular parameters such as cytotoxicity, cell proliferation, cell recovery and cell response patterns (Xing et al. 2005) in real time. This technique is therefore ideal for determining drug-like properties of potential drugs and was further used here to correlate structure, uptake, toxicity and lipophilicity profiles.
Gold-based compounds have been widely exploited for anti-cancer activity (Nobili et al. 2010; Sun and Che 2009; Monim-ul-Mehboob et al. 2013) as well as for inhibition of various pathogens such as the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) (Shapiro and Masci 1996; Fonteh et al. 2009; Fonteh et al. 2011) . One limitation of the earliest anti-HIV gold-based drugs such as the injectable gold compound, aurothioglucose and its metabolites was the fact that they could not be taken up by cells due to poor lipophilicity (Okada et al. 1993; Zhang et al. 1995) . Aurothioglucose unlike auranofin lacks a phosphine moiety; which is known to confer the lipophilic property and hence oral availability of the latter group (Shaw et al. 1994) . The addition of a second similar (homo-bimetal) or different metal (hetero-bimetal) has shown improved activity due to synergism between the metals or dual biological activity since each metal maintains its chemical identity with the resultant inhibition of multiple sites (Rupesh et al. 2006) . Palladium is one such metal which has been considered in bimetallic synthesis since compounds of this metal have biological properties such as anti-cancer activity (Ray et al. 2007; Wang et al. 2011) . The addition of a second metal however affects lipophilicity and hence drug-likeness of the complexes.
Lipophilicity is used to assess biological parameters relevant to drug action such as lipid solubility, tissue distribution, receptor binding, cellular uptake, metabolism and bioavailability (Ghose et al. 1998) . In this study, one novel bimetallic complex (1a) and two monometallic gold-based phosphine complexes (1 and 2) were synthesised and characterised. Cytotoxicity effects of the compounds was determined on TZM-bl cells using the 3-(4,5-dimethylythiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide (MTT) tetrazolium dye. The impedance technology of the real time cell electronic sensing (RT-CES TM , ACEA Biosciences Inc., San Diego, USA) device was used to further complement MTT findings while lipophilicity predictions were done using the ADMET prediction protocol in DS Ò . The cell response patterns with regards to compound toxicity (both MTT and RT-CES TM ) as well as uptake and recovery after uptake in the RT-CES TM assay were shown to correlate with the liphophilicity levels obtained from in silico ADMET predictions. These findings demonstrate the ability of impedance technology in correlating uptake of chemicals or recovery of cells after treatment with lipophilic phosphine gold monometallic and bimetallic gold-palladium complexes. These findings are useful in complementing ADMET studies and could aid in reducing the attrition rate for these types of complexes or others in a drug discovery study.
Materials and Methods
For the synthetic processes, all manipulations were carried out under argon by standard Schlenk techniques. All Solvents were of analytical grade and were dried using a Braun MB SPS-800 drying solvent system. Diphenylphosphino-2-pyridine (L1) and 2-(2-(diphenylphosphino)ethyl)pyridine (L2) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and were used as received.
The (Rülke et al. 1990 ) were synthesized following literature procedures. Diphenylphosphino-2-pyridylgold(I) chloride (1) and 2-(2-(diphenylphosphino)ethyl)pyridyl)gold(I) chloride (2) were prepared using the method by Calhorda et al. (2010) and hence there is no need for discussion of the spectral data. 
To a chloroform solution (10 ml) of diphenylphosphino-2-pyridine (0.05 g, 0.10 mmol) was added [Au(THT)Cl] (0.03 g, 0.10 mmol). The solution was stirred for 20 min before [Pd(NCMe) 2 Cl 2 ] (0.01 g, 0.05 mmol) was added and stirring continued for a further 30 min. Hexane (10 ml) was added to precipitate the crude product, which was filtered and dried in vacuo. Analytically pure product was obtained from re-crystallization of the crude product in a chloroformhexane mixture to afford bright yellowish-orange crystals. A yield of 80 % (0.06 g) was obtained. 29.5; 30.1; 37.7; 38.5; 126.9; 127.1; 127.8; 129.3; 132.3, 132.4, 132.7, 132.8; 134.2, 134.4; 138.1; 155.2, 155.3; 156.3 
X-ray structure determination

Data collection
A crystal of 2 (as a representative compound) of dimensions 0.32 9 0.06 9 0.02 mm 3 was selected and glued on to the tip of a glass fibre. The crystal was then mounted in a stream of cold nitrogen at 100(1) K and centred in the X-ray beam using a video camera. The crystal evaluation and data collection were performed on a Bruker APEXII diffractometer with Mo Ka (k = 0.71073 Å ) radiation and the diffractometer to crystal distance of 4.00 cm. The initial cell matrix was obtained from three series of scans at different starting angles. Each series consisted of 12 frames collected at intervals of 0.5°in a 6°range about with the exposure time of 10 s per frame. The reflections were successfully indexed by an automated indexing routine built in the APEXII program suite (Bruker 2009 ). The final cell constants were calculated from a set of 6460 strong reflections from the actual data collection. The data were collected by using the full sphere data collection routine to survey the reciprocal space to the extent of a full sphere to a resolution of 0.75 Å . A total of 4426 data were harvested by collecting 1109 frames at intervals of 0.5°scans in 6°and u with exposure times of 15 s per frame. These highly redundant datasets were corrected for Lorentz and polarization effects. The absorption correction was based on fitting a function to the empirical transmission surface as sampled by multiple equivalent measurements (Bruker 2009 ).
Structure solution and refinement
The systematic absences in the diffraction data were uniquely consistent for the space group P2 1 /c that yielded chemically reasonable and computationally stable results of refinement. A successful solution by the direct methods of SIR92 (Altomare et al. 1993) provided all non-hydrogen atoms from the E-map. All non-hydrogen atoms were refined with anisotropic displacement coefficients. All hydrogen atoms except those on the solvent water molecules were included in the structure factor calculation at idealized positions and were allowed to ride on the neighbouring atoms with relative isotropic displacement coefficients. The final least-squares refinement of 205 parameters against 4286 data resulted in residuals R (based on F2 for I C 2r) and wR (based on F2 for all data) of 0.0198 and 0.0515, respectively. The final difference Fourier map was featureless. The molecular diagrams are drawn with 50 % probability ellipsoids (Palatinus and Chapuis 2007; Farrugia 1999; Farrugia 1997; Sheldrick 2008 ).
Culturing of TZM-bl cells
The TZM-bl cell line from Dr. John C. Kappes, Dr. Xiaoyun Wu and Tranzyme Inc, (Takeuchi et al. 2008; Wei et al. 2002; Derdeyn et al. 2000; Platt et al. 1998) was used in determining toxicity and proliferation. This is an adherent HeLa cell line engineered to stably express CD4, CXCR4 and CCR5 and containing reporter genes controlled by the HIV-1 promoter enabling HIV-1 infectivity determination. These cells are a model cell line for testing HIV infectivity and was used because of our previous work with HIV and also because we aimed in a separate study to determine the effect of the compounds on HIV infectivity.
The cells were sub-cultured in T-75 tissue culture flasks (Nunc TM , Roskilde, Denmark) with approximately 10 6 cells in 15 ml of complete Dulbecco's Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) with Lglutamine (Sigma Aldrich, Missouri, USA) containing sodium pyruvate (100 mM, Thermo Scientific, HyClone Ò , UT, USA), hepes buffer (1 M, Gibco BRL Life Technologies, Grand Island, USA), sodium bicarbonate (3.70 g/l, Merck, Wadeville, RSA), antibiotics (50 lg/ml gentamycin sulphate, Sigma Aldrich, Missouri, USA) and 10 % (v/v) heat inactivated fetal calf serum (Thermo Scientific, HyClone Ò , UT, USA). Sub-culturing was done every 2 or 3 days when confluency (surface area of the culture flask occupied by cells) was about 90 %. Cell culture conditions for the bioassays (MTT and impedance), which included cell number, media volume and incubation time, were established through titration experiments on the RT-CES TM analyser. The predetermined conditions were maintained for both bioassays since a similarity in the efficiency for viable cell count has been reported for the two (Xing et al. 2006 ).
Cytotoxicity determination with MTT
To obtain cells in the exponential phase of growth, 100 ll of TZM-bl cells at 2 9 10 5 cells/ml in complete DMEM medium were plated in 96 well tissue culture plates to a final volume of 200 ll. The cells were allowed to adhere and reach confluency (after 22-24 h) in a 5 % CO 2 incubator (37°C, 95 % humidity). Compound stocks were dissolved in DMSO and further diluted with culture medium to a final DMSO concentration B0.5 % (v/v). That DMSO was a suitable solvent was evident from the consistently reproducible responses of gold(I) phosphine complexes during biological analysis (Fonteh and Meyer 2009) . NMR spectral profiles show gold(I) phosphine complexes to be stable in DMSO in the time required before further dilution with culture medium (Gandin et al. 2010; Fonteh 2011) . Recent work by Altaf et al. (2015) again highlighted the stability of gold(I) phosphine complexes in DMSO-d6 72 h post dissolution.
The concentrations of the compounds attained in wells ranged from 0.8 to 100 lM (250 ll final volume). An untreated control sample contained cells and culture medium only while a blank control sample contained medium only. The cells were further incubated for 48 h (37°C, 90 % humidity, 5 % CO 2 ) after which 190 ll of spent medium was discarded and replaced with 140 ll of complete medium and 20 ll of 5 mg/ml MTT. Colour development was analysed after 2 h following solubilisation of the MTT formazan product using acidified isopropanol in a 1:9 ratio (one part of 1 M HCl and nine parts of isopropanol). Absorbance was measured at 550 nm and a reference wavelength of 690 nm on a Multiskan Ascent Ò spectrophotometer (Labsystems, Helsinki, Finland). Cell viability was calculated using the formula: (absorbance of sample-absorbance of medium/absorbance of control-absorbance of medium) 9 100 for n = 4 experiments. The IC 50 s were then graphically obtained after generating a dose response curve using Graphpad Prism Ò software (California, USA).
Impedance measurement using the xCELLigence system
The MTT assay developed by Mosmann in 1983 is an endpoint assay widely used for the quantitative assessment of cellular viability and proliferation. Unfortunately because of limitations such as poor linearity with changing cell number, sensitivity to environmental conditions and the fact that it depends on only one parameter, which is the cells' metabolism of formazan (Boyd 1989; Haselsberger et al. 1996; Denizot and Lang 1986) , there is the need to use additional confirmatory methods to conclude on cell status. Measuring several parameters in the same assay using dynamic conditions like the impedance technology has been shown to provide better insight on cell response patterns. Impedance measurements were performed on the TZM-bl cells using the RT-CES TM xCELLigence system (ACEA Biosciences Inc., San Diego, USA) and following the manufacturer's instructions. This technique enables the measurement of cell response patterns in real time (providing results not possible in end point assays) and resulting in multivariate data from a single experiment. In addition, because it is label free, further downstream analysis of the same cells can be performed. The RT-CES TM system has previously been described (Solly et al. 2004; Atienza et al. 2005) . The system that was used in this study is known as the dual plate (DP) and employs 3 9 16 well electronic plates (E-plates). The E-plate contains integral sensor electrode arrays that allows impedance measurement read out as cell index (CI) resulting from the interaction of attaching cells with the electrodes (Xing et al. 2006 ). This provides information on the viability or cytotoxicity as CI increases or decreases respectively. Pre-determined assay parameters such as cell culture conditions, cell number (2 9 10 5 cells/ml) and media volume were used. After plating the cells, the E-plates were left at room temperature for 30 min so as to reduce variability resulting from edge effects (Lundholt et al. 2003) before being transferred to the RT-CES TM analyser. After approximately 22-24 h of allowing the cells to attach and attain confluency of between 60 and 70 %, the test compounds were added to the wells to final concentrations of 5, 10 and 20 lM (250 ll final volume). The dynamic monitoring of cell response patterns, depicting death and recovery, was automatically recorded every minute (short term) for 1 h and then every 30 min (long term) for a further 48-72 h. Short term monitoring allows for the identification of immediate and transient compound effects while long term monitoring enables sufficient time for the compounds to interact with the cells and modulate their targets, enabling distinctions in cell response patterns (Abassi et al. 2012) . Certain compounds can immediately result in cell death (drop in CI) with the possibility of recovery (increase CI) while others are taken up at varying degrees depicted by an increase in CI over a given time period prior to a decrease. These differences in uptake, recovery and or toxicity levels could also be related to the lipophilicity of the particular compound. A normalised CI (NCI) was used to compare the effect of the compounds on the cells where impedance is set at 1 and at the time point where the cells were treated with compounds (22-24 h post seeding). When normalisation is set, it corrects for any small differences that might have occurred between cells before the addition of compounds such that only compound effects are visible.
ADMET predictions to determine lipophilicity ADMET predictions were performed using DS Ò , as previously described for some gold(III) thiosemicarbazonate complexes ). The molecular structure of the compounds in the structural data file (sdf) format were geometrically optimised and subjected to an ADMET run. The protocol consists of various models that enable prediction of human intestinal absorption (HIA), aqueous solubility, blood brain barrier penetration (BBB), cytochrome P450 (CYP) inhibition, hepatotoxicity and plasma protein binding (PPB). It also predicts lipophilicity levels in the form of atom-based LogP (AlogP98). We have previously shown a similarity between these in silico lipophilicity predictions and those obtained from the wet lab shake flask method for two goldbased compounds . Considering that lipophilicity provides information on other druglike properties such as lipid solubility, tissue distribution, receptor binding, cellular uptake, metabolism and bioavailability (Ghose et al. 1998) , our main focus here was to compare the lipophilicity outcome from the ADMET predictions to the uptake profile from the real time studies. The anticipation was that the predicted lipophilicity values will correlate with the uptake, cell response and recovery patterns from the impedance study.
Results and Discussion
Synthesis and characterization of the complexes Compounds 1 (Alcock et al. 1982 ) and 2 (Calhorda et al. 2010) have previously been synthesised but in this study both compounds were done by a slightly modified method that led to better yields; whilst compound 1a which was prepared by adopting a onepot approach is novel. All complexes were synthesized in good to excellent yields. The procedure outlined in Scheme 1 represents a general route for synthesis of gold(I) complexes 1, 2 and bimetallic complex 1a. The complexes were characterized by NMR spectroscopy and elemental analysis as well as X-ray diffraction studies for complexes 1a and 2.
The molecular structure of 2 (Fig. SI in ESM) which was confirmed by single crystal X-ray diffraction is presented in the online resource section. The complex crystallized with one molecule in the asymmetric unit. Crystal data collection and refinement parameters are given in Table SI in ESM (online resource section) and a selection of bond lengths and angles are listed in Table SII in ESM. The coordination around the gold center deviates by about 2.7°from a perfect linear geometry. The bond angle P-Au-Cl deviates from linearity like (triphenylphosphine)-gold(I) chloride complex which is 179.63(8)°. P-Au distance is within expected values while the Au-Cl distance is slightly longer than the distance for (triphenylphosphine)gold(I) choride 2.235(3) Å (Baenziger et al. 1976) .
A novel bimetallic complex, 1a, was synthesized by the reaction of L1 with [Au(THT)Cl] and [PdCl 2 (-NCMe) 2 ] in a one-pot reaction with equimolar quantities of all three reagents (Scheme 1). Complex 1a was isolated in a very good yield. The 1 H NMR spectrum of 1a similarly showed the characteristic phenyl resonances found in 1. In addition to pyridine ring resonances that were observed as a doublet at 9.39 ppm corresponding to the proton ortho to the pyridine ring that had been shifted downfield due to coordination, and a triplet at 7.79 ppm, a quartet at 7.67 ppm and another triplet at 7.35 ppm. The tetrahydrothiophene (THT) protons appeared as broad singlets at 3.61 ppm, 2.77 ppm, 2.31 ppm and 1.94 ppm. The 31 P{ 1 H} NMR spectrum of the monometallic gold(I) complex showed one resonance at 32.21 ppm, however, the 31 P{ 1 H} NMR spectrum of complex 1a showed single resonance at 37.56 ppm which confirmed further coordination to palladium. The 13 C{ 1 H} NMR spectrum of dichlorobis-(tetrahydrothiophene)-palladium(II) has a doublet at 29.9 ppm and a singlet at 42.1 ppm whilst for 1a these carbons resonated as two doublets at 29.54 and 37.7 ppm. This was further evidence that compound 1a had a phosphine ligand, as the two doublets in the 13 C spectrum are the result of 31 P coupling with 13 C. The molecular structure of 1a was confirmed using single crystal X-ray diffraction as shown in Fig. 1 . Crystal data collection and refinement parameters are given in Table SI in ESM, and selected bond lengths and angles for 1a are listed in Table 1 . The geometry of 1a has a nitrogen atom of the pyridine ring, two chlorine atoms as well as the sulfur atom of THT bound to the palladium in a four coordinate geometry. The reaction of [Au(THT)Cl] with L1 leads directly to 1. The bounded THT is indicative of a re-arrangement that led to the final product. In fact, the released THT moiety that is present in the reaction mixture filled the fourth coordination site in 1a by coordinating to palladium through the sulphur atom. The geometry around the gold center in 1a deviates from linearity, with a bond angle P1-Au1-Cl3 [170.09(2)°] which deviates from linearity much more than the corresponding angle in (triphenylphosphine)gold(I) chloride [179.63(8)°] reported in the literature (Baenziger et al. 1976 ).
The gold-phosphorous distance P1-Au1 [2.199(10) Å ] is however slightly shorter than the distance for (triphenylphosphine)gold(I) choride [2.235(3) Å ]. The geometry around the Pd atom in Agostinho et al. 2006 ). The solvent chloroform has the expected structure, with bond lengths Cl4-C22 = 1.747(3) Å , Cl5-C22 = 1.767(3) Å , and Cl6-C22 = 1.762(3) Å .
An attempt to synthesise a second bimetallic complex (2a) with formula AuPd(L2)(SC 4 H 8 )Cl 3 , from L2 in order to investigate the structure-activity relationship (SAR) with 1, 1a and 2 was initiated. Unfortunately 2a was found to be unstable and was only considered for the in silico ADMET predictions and not for the bioassays. The reason for this is because the in silico analysis depend on computer aided structure predictions only and can potentially provide some predictive information on 2a's effect on cells thereby enabling comparison with those of 1, 1a and 2.
Further investigation by NMR and X-ray spectroscopy of the reaction mixture of the supposed instable second bimetal (2a) confirmed the presence of traces of 2b, Au 2 Pd(L2) 2 Cl 4 , in solution (Scheme 1), also previously synthesised by Calhorda et al. (2010) , hence no spectral data is presented. This complex unlike 1a and the proposed 2a structure is structurally bulkier containing two Au atoms, each independently linked to L2 and bridged by a Pd atom coordinated to the nitrogen atom of the pyridine ring of both L2 moieties. Interestingly, the impedance data and ADMET predictions for 2b were not comparable to that of 1a probably because of these significant structural differences and as such are only briefly discussed.
MTT assay for toxicity determination
In the MTT study, dose dependent increases in toxicity were observed for the complexes and not the ligands (Fig. 2) . At the tested concentrations, ligands L1 and L2 had no adverse effects on the viability of the cells (IC 50 s [ 100 lM). IC 50 values for the metal complexes were much lower suggesting increased toxicity resulting from complexation of the ligands with metals. These were 12.5 ± 2.5 lM, 18.3 ± 8.3 lM, and 16.9 ± 0.5 lM for complexes 1, 1a and 2 respectively. A notable observation was the fact that 1 was more toxic than 2. The presence of the ethyl group in L2 and thus 2 which is absent in 1 (L1) might play a role in the reduced toxicity of the former. Although the monometallic complex appeared slightly more toxic than the bimetallic complex e.g. complex 1 with an IC 50 of 12.5 ± 2.5 lM compared to 1a with IC 50 of 18.3 ± 8.3 lM, the higher deviation from the mean as seen in the standard error of the means for the bimetallic complex over the monometallic ones appeared to cancel this out. This high deviation for the bimetal could be attributable to the structural differences such as the presence of the dichloro(tetrahydrothiophene)palladium(II) moiety and hence differences in drug-like properties such as lipophilicity, uptake and hence metabolism. The lipophilicity outcome and cytotoxicity correlation are further discussed in the real time and the in silico ADMET prediction studies to further clarify this difference.
RT-CES
TM findings show distinguishing uptake and recovery patterns between mono-and bimetallic compounds
Results for the impedance profiles of the complementary metallic complexes (1 and 1a) of L1 are shown in Fig. 3 . Three concentrations of 5, 10 and 20 lM were tested and only one concentration of 10 lM for L1 (insert Fig. 3) . A dose dependent decrease in CI was observed from 5 to 20 lM, representative of increasing cell death or decreasing cell proliferation when the TZM-bl cells were treated with the metal complexes. At 10 lM, the effect of L1 did not result in CI decreases supporting the MTT findings where the IC 50 was reported to be [100 lM (insert Fig. 3 ). This finding also supports the fact that the activity/toxicity of the metal complex is as a result of the presence of the metal entity (Navarro 2009; Beraldo and Gambino 2004) which in addition to structurally stabilising the organic moiety or ligand (Navarro 2009 ), also improves activity.
Following complex addition, there was an observed steady increase in CI which peaked by 1 h for 1 and second hour for 1a compared to the untreated cells. This peaking in CI has been associated with compound uptake due to swelling (Thakur et al. 2012) or to result from cell fusion forming multinuclear bodies (Xing et al. 2005) . Four independent Sybergreen staining assays, detected using flow cytometry to determine multinuclear body formation indicated that only 1N nuclei and not 2N were present (data not shown). The resultant increase in CI shortly after the addition of 1 and 1a was thus more likely as a result of uptake and swelling of the cells and not multinuclear fusion. This uptake was expected since lipophilic metal complexes are known to enter cells by passive diffusion across the membrane potential (Puckett et al. 2010) . The variation in uptake time (peak area) prior to the time point when a sustained decrease in CI (below cell control) was observed was used in comparing the lipophilicity and hence uptake profiles of the phosphine metal complexes in this study. At the more toxic 20 lM concentration (also [IC 50 ), the uptake time (and subsequent cell death) for cells treated with 1 was shorter than for cells treated with 1a suggesting that Normalisation was done 23.30 h. Dose dependent changes in CI were observed for 1 and 1a at the tested concentrations with 1 being more toxic than 1a Fig. 2 Effect of compounds on the viability of TZM-bl cells analysed using the MTT tetrazolium dye. Two fold serially diluted concentrations from 100 to 0.8 lM were tested and a dose dependent decrease in viability was observed for the monoand bi-metallic compounds. IC 50 values obtained were [100 lM for L1 and L2 and 12.5 ± 2.5 lM, 18.3 ± 8.3 lM and 16.9 ± 0.5 lM for complexes 1, 1a, and 2 respectively. The monometallic compounds, 1 and 2 were more toxic than bimetallic compound, 1a. A 10 lM the IC 50 value of auranofin which was used as control was 4.9 ± 1.4 lM. The IC 50 was calculated from four independent experiments performed in triplicate Biometals (2015) 28:653-667 661 more of 1a accumulated in the cells and not 1 (Fig. 4a ). The area under this peak for three independent experiments was found to be 0.2 ± 0.2 and 1.3 ± 0.4 for 1 and 1a respectively, further supporting this observation. At the non toxic 10 lM (\IC 50 ), no significant differences in the uptake pattern of the complexes were observed compared to untreated cells (Fig. 4a) . Instead, recovery patterns, where near constant cell indices (CIs) started increasing with time, were observed. These observations were more noticeable and occurred earlier for 1a than for 1 (Fig. 4a) further supporting the MTT end point findings where 1a was shown to be less toxic than 1. CI decreases caused by 1 took much longer to reach a near constant point (10 h 30 min post treatment or PT) and longer (40 h 30 min PT) to reach recovery point compared to 1a for which there was a brief or absent near constant point due to a quicker recovery time starting 10 h 30 min PT (Fig. 4a) . In an end point assay such as MTT, it would be difficult to determine cell recovery rate and time and thus determine which compound resulted in quicker recovery over the other since the staining process does not allow for real time monitoring (Xing et al. 2006) .
The real time studies were performed at least three times for 1 and 1a at 5, 10 and 20 lM and at these concentrations, similar uptake and recovery patterns were obtained. The data shown in Fig. 3 is a representative of the three while two additional profiles are shown in Fig. SII of the online resource data. This data further confirms the relatedness between uptake, recovery, lipophilicity and structure. The main differences in proliferation patterns and toxicity of 1 and 1a could be attributed to the presence of the dichloro(tetrahydrothiophene)palladium(II) moiety present in 1a which is absent in 1. The uptake patterns seen for the bimetal 1a, where there was a significant increase in CI upon compound addition has previously been shown for a bimetallic gold(I) phosphine complex designated EK207 (Fonteh 2011) .
In the impedance studies, a dose dependent decrease in CI was also observed for 2 at 5, 10 and 20 lM (depicted in Fig SIII in ESM) . At 10 lM recovery was (a) (b) Fig. 4 Comparative uptake and recovery profiles between the mono and bimetallic complexes. A comparison of uptake of 1 with that of 1a at 20 lM showed that 1 was taken up more rapidly than 1a (a). As a result, recovery of cells treated with 1 at 10 lM was slower than for 1a (a). A quantitative representation of complex mediated effect post treatment is shown in b. CI increases were observed for L1, L2 and the untreated control at 24 h post treatment depicting cell viability but at 48 h PT, decreases were observed probably as a result of overcrowding and hence cell death. For the complexes, the reverse was observed with CI decreases 24 h PT and increases at 48 h PT which is associated with the observed recovery. PT stands for post treatment. Recovery was better for the bimetallic complex over the monometallic ones. At 10 lM, auranofin which was used as control for cell death resulted in CI values similar to those obtained for the media control confirming *100 % cell death slower, findings that were similar to those of 1 (Fig. SIV  in ESM) . When the proliferation patterns of 1 and 2 were compared (Fig. SIV in ESM) , it was evident that recovery for 2 was better than for 1.This again may be linked to the presence of the ethyl group and supports the MTT findings where 1 was more toxic than 2 (IC 50 12.5 ± 2.5 and 16.9 ± 0.5 lM respectively)..
To further compare uptake and recovery patterns between the monometallic and bimetallic complexes, a cumulative time point plot of the CIs at 24 h and 48 h PT and at 10 uM only were compared (Fig. 4b) . The average of at least three different repeats were analysed. At these two time points, the CI for the monometallic compounds (1 and 2) were lower than those of the bimetallic complex (1a) especially at 48 h, further supporting the toxicity and recovery trends observed in the real time and MTT study. Over time (from 24 to 48 h PT), CI was seen to decrease for L1 and L2 and the untreated control (probably due to overcrowding and hence cell death) while an increase was observed for the complexes as a result of recovery. Based on this time study, the gold complexes appeared slightly more toxic after 24 h but not after 48 h (when recovery was occurring), findings which will otherwise not be noticeable in the end point MTT assay. For the complexes, the CIs were always higher for the bimetallic than for the monometallic complexes further correlating the fact that the former were less toxic compared to the latter.
ADMET predictions to determine lipophilicity
The importance of determining drug-likeness in the early stages of drug discovery has resulted in the development of numerous prediction tools. These tools enable the sorting of new drug candidates early on in the discovery process such that more safe drugs get into the more costly, late drug developmental phases (Donato et al. 2008) . The use of the rule of five which states that poor absorption or permeation is more likely when there are [5 H-bond donors, [10 H-bond acceptors, the molecular weight (Mr) is[500 and when the calculated log P is [5 (Lipinski et al. 1997 ) is an example of one such prediction method. Here we have employed the ADMET protocol in DS Ò which aids in the prediction of aqueous solubility, BBB penetration, CYP inhibition, hepatotoxicity, HIA and PPB. AlogP98 and polar surface area (PSA, related to the H-bonding ability) are also some of the predicted parameters. To enable comparison of the lipophilicity profile of the monometallic and bimetallic complexes, predictions were also done for 2a. The instability reported for 2a in the wet lab synthesis was not a concern here since this is an in silico computer aided study and does not require the synthetic product.
For the purposes of this study, the predicted lipophilicity values (AlogP98) will be the main focus of the discussion since lipophilicity provides information on other drug-like properties such as lipid solubility, tissue distribution, receptor binding, cellular uptake, metabolism and bioavailability (Ghose et al. 1998 ). The lipophilicity levels were compared to the xCELLigence profiles to determine if there was correlation in uptake and recovery patterns. These will be further discussed with respect to aqueous solubility and HIA. The predicted HIA, aqueous solubility and lipophilicity values are shown in Table 2 . Ligands L1 and L2 and the monometallic complexes 1 and 2 were predicted as having ideal lipophilicity (AlogP98 B 5), HIA and aqueous solubility based on the rankings that were returned unlike the bimetallic ones, 1a and 2a respectively (Table 2) .
Four prediction levels (0-4) are provided to aid in the classification of HIA. A classification of zero These scores were predicted using DS TM (Accelrys, California, USA). Various rankings come with the protocol. For L1, L2, 1 and 2, a ranking of 0 represents good HIA while 2 for bimetallic compounds, 1a and 2a suggested a low HIA. Aqueous solubility level of 2 is classified as low for L1, L2, 1 and 2 while 1a and 2a were classified as possible (1). An AlogP98 or lipophilicity[5 is poor and was shown for 1a and 2a and B5 is ideal lipophilicity as was the case for L1, L2, 1 and 2 indicates good HIA while 4 is very poor absorption. The ligands and monometallic compounds were all predicted as having an HIA of 0 (good) while the bimetallic compounds resulted in an HIA level of 2 (low). With regards to aqueous solubility, six levels are described were 0 is extremely low, 1 very low but possible, 2 is low, 3 good, 4 optimal, 5 too soluble and 6 a warning suggesting that molecules with one or more unknown AlogP98 types are present. Ligands L1, L2, and monometallic complexes, 1 and 2 were again predicted to have a ranking of 2 (low) unlike bimetallic ones 1a and 2a with a prediction of 1(very low but possible). With regards to lipophilicity, the Lipinski's rule of 5 (Lipinski et al. 1997 ) was used as a guide to classify predictions where compounds with lipophilicity of [5 were considered to have poor absorption and permeation. Based on this classification, the bimetallic complexes again were the least drug-like with AlogP98 values of 6.55 and 6.48 for 1a and 2a respectively while the ligands and monometallic complexes were all predicted as having AlogP98 values of 5 and below ( Table 2) .
The bimetallic complexes which were less toxic in the MTT study (Fig. 2) were predicted to have non ideal lipophilicity values ([5) according to Lipinski et al. (1997) , limited aqueous solubility and HIA levels and thus poor absorption. Generally, compounds with ideal lipophilicity values, like the case of L1, L2, 1 and 2, demonstrate good aqueous solubility and are usually taken up better compared to poorly soluble compounds. The presence of the ethyl moiety in 2 and not 1 appeared to also influence lipophilicity (4.91 and 4.84 respectively) and to minimally affect uptake and recovery compared to 1a (Fig. SIV in ESM) . This was also observed in the slight differences seen in toxicity patterns (IC 50 of 12.5 ± 2.5 for 1 and 16.9 ± 0.5 lM for 2).
Considering that lipophilicity predictions and thus HIA and aqueous solubility were limiting for 1a and 2a, it is not surprising that uptake of 1a (a bimetal) at the toxic concentration of 20 lM occurred at a slower pace (peak area of 1.3 ± 0.4 compared to 0.2 ± 0.17 for 1) such that recovery was quicker at 10 lM (Fig. 4a) . The poor aqueous solubility as a result of high lipophilicity also meant more of the free compound was available in solution. If this was the case, the likelihood of the free compound interfering with MTT metabolism was higher and might be the reason for the high standard error of means observed in the MTT assay for 1a. Such a limitation will be obviated in the xCELLigence assay considering the label-free nature. It was therefore exciting to note that despite the possible MTT limitation, there was correlation between the two studies. The lipophilicity prediction value of 1.41 for auranofin (Table 2) , which was used as a control in this study, supports literature reports where the latter compound has been orally used as an anti-arthritic gold-based compound because of its ideal lipophilicity (Shapiro and Masci 1996) .
Toxicity, impedance and ADMET findings for complex 2b (product obtained when 2a synthesis was attempted) are shown in Table SIII in ESM. The complex was slightly more toxic as seen from both the IC 50 and impedance profile. The predicted AlogP98 was 10.66 indicative of poor HIA and aqueous solubility (Table SIII in ESM) . This compound which has two gold atoms and lacks the THT moiety present in 1a presented a profile which was not supportive of the SAR. This finding was not surprising but suggests that using impedance for drug-likeness correlation should only serve to complement other techniques since different ligands or moieties which coordinate to metals differently could alter ADMET properties significantly.
Conclusion
Testing new chemical entities for cytotoxicity and drug-likeness are common in the very early stages of a drug discovery project so as to limit failure later in the more costly phases. Rational drug design has been instrumental in this process but the focus has also been on designing libraries based on biological principles (McGuinness 2007) . Metal compounds such as gold and palladium have been studied for anticancer activity and for their effects on a wide range of microorganisms making them candidate compounds in drug discovery as either in the mono or bimetallic forms. While it has been reported that varying the lipophilicity and hydrophilicity of some gold-based compounds results in better selectivity and hence reduced toxicity (Berners-Price et al. 1999) due to the correlation in uptake (McKeage et al. 2000) , to the best of our knowledge, using impedance technology to monitor these correlations and how it is altered in the presence of a second metal or group to show SAR has not been reported.
In this study, the drug-likeness of two monometallic gold-based compounds (1 and 2) and a bimetallic AuPd complex (1a) were investigated using an end point cytotoxicity assay, a real time impedance assay (which produces multivariate data) and lipophilicity predictions were done using an in silico technique. The monometallic complexes were slightly more toxic than the bimetal as depicted by IC 50 values but presented ideal lipophilicity, aqueous solubility and hence better cellular uptake. Overall, these qualities classify the bimetallic complex as a poor drug candidate since compounds with limited uptake will generally not reach cellular targets (thus not orally available) but will cause irreversible cell membrane damage especially at high concentrations. Although the findings appear to be applicable to compounds with minimal diversity in structure, the multivariate information obtained from the RT-CES study could be useful in the filtering out these types of compounds to identify the most drug-like for further biological testing.
